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What We Do
Bauder is fully committed to providing a complete service with an 
unrivalled level of support on all roofing projects, whether it’s for 
a new build project or the refurbishment of an existing building.

Technical Expertise
Our large team of regionally based technical managers and 
site technicians will be on hand throughout the process, from 
specification design through to inspection of the installation and 
project completion to ensure a defect free finish.

Our technical department is the envy of the industry, providing a 
comprehensive and superior service with bespoke specifications 
individual to each project. Our support services ensure that 
products and materials all arrive on site when required providing 
an efficiency that all our clients demand.

Assured Quality
To ensure a consistent and proficient service, Bauder approved 
contractors are the only people fully trained and certified to 
install our products. We only approve contracting companies that 
possess the technical expertise and the organisational capacity to 
maintain an efficient and well-run site.

We have always operated a policy where we train and approve 
the individual installer and not just the company they work for. By 
taking installers with proven experience and demonstrating the 
techniques particular to our system, we can ensure the quality of 
workmanship that meets our clients’ expectations.

Every operative receives an identity badge providing proof of 
competence, which is available for inspection at all times.

Guaranteed Satisfaction
Bauder is noted throughout the industry for the range of 
guarantees we offer that can cover design, products and 
installation. We unreservedly issue our guarantees on all 
projects because we monitor quality every step of the way from 
manufacture to finished installation.

Who We Are
Bauder is one of Europe’s leading manufacturers of flat roof 
waterproofing membranes and insulation products that has 
been owner-operated for over 150 years across 13 countries. 
We have an enviable reputation and track record for delivering 
the highest quality materials and service through supplying and 
project managing the installation of premier flat roof systems.

Our comprehensive portfolio of flat roof waterproofing systems, 
green roofs and photovoltaic energy delivers an extensive 
range of solutions to meet individual project needs without 
compromise.

“Manufacturing the highest quality roofing materials is one thing, 
but here at Bauder it is our total commitment and passion to 
work closely together with our clients to successfully deliver every 
product to the highest possible standard, that sets us above  
the rest.”

Andrew Mackenzie
Managing Director 
Bauder Ltd

OUR COMPANY
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The Bauder Bakor Hot Melt Structural Waterproofing System 
provides a monolithic, fully bonded waterproofing membrane 
that is tough, flexible and self healing to minor punctures.

When to Specify
Our hot melt system is ideal for use on most protected roofs such 
as inverted, paved, ballasted, terraces, car parks, podiums and 
plazas or green roof applications.  

The system has one of the highest recycled content for hot melt 
structural waterproofing available to the construction industry by 
incorporating 25% post-consumer recycled rubber. Furthermore 
formulation modifications promote adhesion and improve low 
temperature flexibility to ensure technical performance.

Bakor is one of the world’s market leaders in the manufacture 
and installation of hot melt monolithic membrane systems, with 
a track record of research and development and a portfolio of 
successfully completed projects spanning over 50 years.

Key Features

n Seamless application provides monolithic waterproofing.
n Can be installed on zero falls.
n Bridges minor cracks.
n Infills minor irregularities.
n Full adhesion to deck restricts lateral water movement.
n Durability to match expected life of the building.
n BBA Certificate 06/4350.
n Guaranteed system. 

Technical Credentials
British Standards
Bauder Bakor has been tested by the British Board of Agrément 
(BBA) and carries certificate number 06/4350. 

Fire Rating
EXT.F.AA rating awarded to the Bauder Bakor with a ballast, 
paved or green roof finish for zero spread of flame and no fire 
penetration. Tested to BS 476 Part 3 External Fire Exposure to 
Roofs as covered by European Standard DD ENV 1187:2002.

Insulation
The BauderJFRI inverted insulation is thermally efficient and is 
CFC and HCFC free with a zero ozone depletion potential (ODP). 
It is resistant to the passage of water and will not degrade. 

HOT MELT SYSTEM
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Example System Configurations

HOT MELT INVERTED SYSTEM 

WITH PAVING
Suitable for plazas and terraces

HOT MELT INTENSIVE 

GREEN ROOF

HOT MELT TARMAC ROAD OR 

CAR PARK

Paving on Supports

Bauder U-Max or BauderJFRI Vapour Permeable 

Membrane

increases the thermal capacity of the insulation.

Bauder XPS or BauderJFRI Insulation

thickness to suit U-value required.

Bauder API Access Protection Sheet 

fully bonded into the 790-II EV.

790-II EV with Polyester Reinforcement

first 3 mm layer of hot melt infills and fully bonds 

to all minor deviations and the deck. The polyester 

reinforcement strengthens the system and the 

second 3 mm layer of hot melt bleeds through 

the reinforcement to create a 6 mm monolithic 

waterproofing membrane.

Bauder Polymer Primer dries in minutes, promoting 

nearly a 50% increase in bond strength compared to a 

normal primer. 

Vegetation and Substrate
lightweight Bauder intensive growing medium.
 
Bauder Filter Fleece
is a filtration layer that prevents substrate fines from 
washing into the drainage or water storage layer.

DSE60
water storage and drainage layer infilled with Bauder 
mineral drain to provide multi-directional drainage.

FSM 1100 Protection Mat

Bauder PE Foil
polyethylene foil separation and slip layer.

Bauder Root Barrier AP2
fully bonded into the 790-II EV, this protection layer is 
root resistant and meets FLL guidelines.

790-II EV with Polyester Reinforcement

first 3 mm layer of hot melt infills and fully bonds 

to all minor deviations and the deck. The polyester 

reinforcement strengthens the system and the 

second 3 mm layer of hot melt bleeds through 

the reinforcement to create a 6 mm monolithic 

waterproofing membrane.

Bauder Polymer Primer 
dries in minutes, promoting nearly a 50% increase in 
bond strength compared to a normal primer.

Hot Rolled Tarmacadam 
asphalt road or pathway surface. 

Bauder AP3 Protection Sheet
is loose-laid to deliver a robust surface onto which the 
tarmacadam is installed.

Bauder API Access Protection Sheet 
fully bonded into the 790-II EV.

790-II EV with Polyester Reinforcement
first 3 mm layer of hot melt infills and fully bonds 
to all minor deviations and the deck. The polyester 
reinforcement strengthens the system and the 
second 3 mm layer of hot melt bleeds through 
the reinforcement to create a 6 mm monolithic 
waterproofing membrane.

Bauder Polymer Primer 
dries in minutes, promoting nearly a 50% increase in 
bond strength compared to a normal primer. 



Hot Melt Waterproofing

Landscaping Components

Vegetation and Hard Landscaping Finish

Leaky pipe irrigation system

Quick drying polymer primer

Bauder DSE60 and Mineral Drain Substrate prior to turf

AP2 - FLL root resistant protection layer

790-11 EV hot melt being installed

The Vibe
Lower Broughton, Manchester

The Vibe
Lower Broughton, Manchester

PROJECT INSTALLATION
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The Bauder photovoltaic solution is specifically designed to 
deliver the most effective energy generation solution whilst 
also ensuring the hot melt system beneath remains completely 
intact and without compromise which occurs when mechanical 
fixing methods are used that penetrate the roof.

The entire installation process is quick and simple and only our 
approved contractors, engineers and installers are fully trained 
and certified to install our unified rooftop solutions.

Through our systems we guarantee the entire Bauder specified 
roof package rather than a separate element, giving single source 
point of contact with clear accountability and responsibility to 
reduce risk.

Bauder BioSOLAR for Green Roofs
Bauder BioSOLAR is an integrated solution for mounting 
photovoltaic renewable energy on a green roof where the 
substrate and vegetation provide the ballasted installation 
mechanism to secure the array. The system is suitable for both 
new build construction and retrofit projects.

Our BioSOLAR system allows for the entire roof area to qualify as 
a green roof, and when a biodiversity vegetation finish is elected 
for, this can further enhance the BREEAM credit rating for the 
roof element.

Key Features

n No roof penetrations as substrate and vegetation ballast the  
 PV array.
n Maximises solar energy generation as green roof has a   
 cooling effect on rooftop temperatures, increasing panel   
 output by up to 6%.
n Raised modules allow light and moisture under the panels   
 and the creation of a variety of habitats supporting a greater  
 range of plant species and small invertebrates.

Improved Solar Panel Efficiency
A combined green roof with PV delivers advantages to the 
building as the cooling effect of the vegetation and water held 
within the green roof system preserves the ambient temperature 
around the photovoltaic array. Studies in Germany have shown 
that PVs work most efficiently with an ambient temperature of 
around 24°C and that when an array is combined with a green 
roof, the panels are expected to achieve around a 6% higher 
output.

Varied Habitats for Flora and Fauna
The mixture of sunny, shaded and sheltered  areas together with 
a variable depth of FLL compliant extensive substrate gives a 
matrix of different habitats, which allow a broader range of plant 
species to thrive, and small invertebrates to seek refuge from 
strong wind and rain. The broad mix of flowering vegetation 
provides a rich foraging environment for bees and insects.

SOLAR ENERGY
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Renewable Energy
Photovoltaic is a method of converting the sun’s energy 
into electricity and is a truly zero carbon technology. 
Recent studies have shown that most PV solutions will 
outstrip their embodied carbon by a factor of six times 
over a 20 year lifespan. 

Environmental Credentials



GREEN ROOFS
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Green roofs enhance the profile of a roof by providing 
recreational spaces, environmental greening and biodiverse 
ecological solutions. We provide the complete package by 
teaming our hot melt system and associated landscaping 
components and vegetation to ensure that every green roof is 
fully compatible.

Biodiversity Roofs
A biodiversity roof provides a natural living habitat to encourage 
a wider spread of birds, insects and plant species into the area 
and generally seeks to replicate the ecological environment of 
the site upon which construction development is taking place. 
The planting can be entirely bespoke by specification or our 
wildflower blanket will deliver instant vegetation whilst also 
meeting BREEAM requirements.

Intensive Green Roofs
Roof spaces with full accessibility for recreation where the design 
may include lawns, flowerbeds, shrubs and trees intermixed with 
hard landscaping such as paths, driveways and patios.

Extensive Green Roofs
Designed to be lightweight, support low maintenance vegetation, 
and normally not intended for general access. There are a number 
of options offering different substrate depth and drainage/water 
retention capacity to support a wide range of plant species on 
the roof.

 Sedum or wildflower vegetation blankets
 Lightweight option with pre-cultivated plants for instant   
 results and greening of a roof.

 Plug planted systems
 Lightweight option that usually incorporates sedums with   
 other self-sufficient plants such as grasses, herbs and   
 wildflowers planted in specified substrate depths.

Waterproofing
The demands placed on the waterproofing by a green roof 
require a durability best delivered by our root resistant cap sheet, 
AP2. This specially developed membrane incorporates chemically 
treated elastomeric bitumen to meet FLL requirements and 
comply with BS EN 13707:2004.

Design and Guarantee
Through our fully compatible portfolio of waterproofing and 
green roofs we design the entire roof package and guarantee 
every Bauder element supplied and installed. This gives peace of 
mind for the specifier and building owner.

Maintenance Service
All roofs require a minimum of two inspections a year to ensure 
that the outlets etc. are maintained, regardless of the type of 
green roof. An intensive green roof will require the frequent 
maintenance associated with the planting scheme and landscape 
design, whereas an extensive green roof will need only minimal 
maintenance to ensure that any unwanted species do not  
become established.

Our maintenance service includes a full inspection and evaluation 
of the extensive  green roof and a bespoke report provided 
with photographic verification outlining the condition of the 
vegetation and the treatment required.

For more information call our team on 0845 271 8801 or visit 
www.bauder.co.uk/green-roofs/maintaining-your-green-roof



Your project is important to us and our service is dedicated to 
providing a hot melt waterproofing membrane solution that fully 
understands all the individual issues of the project and answers 
the waterproofing needs of the building.

New Build Construction
Your roof design can be complex, especially if it has countless 
elements of equipment sited on the roof; we work with you to 
ensure all the roof detailing is robust and accurate. Our technical 
managers meet you and from your plans they will produce, 
alongside our technical department, a specification package 
ready for the tendering process.

A typical specification and report package can include the 
following, where appropriate:

n Building type and usage.
n Recommended system configuration.
n Full design service for BioSOLAR PV including roof surveys,   
 specifications and yield analysis.
n Detailed specification.
n Green roof construction and design. 
n Thermal analysis and calculations.
n Falls and drainage design.
n Wind uplift and restraint calculations.
n Detailing on all roof penetrations.
n Roof plans and tapered insulation layouts.
n Recommended approved contractors.

OUR SERVICE
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SIX STEPS
1: Brief and Consultation 

You give us your remit either at your office or on 

site. We will discuss the roofing project performance 

expectation, your preferred system configuration, 

your budget and how the programme of works can be 

formulated.

2: Roof Review and Proposal

We will perform an honest and detailed appraisal 

of all roof areas to assess suitability, insulation 

type, deck construction design considerations and  

technical calculations.

3: Design and Specification Service

You will receive the detailed specification package for 

your project, which answers your brief and meets the 

needs of the building. 

4: Contractor Selection

The Bauder approved contractors best placed to deliver 

your new roof will competitively price and tender for 

your project. Our national network of contractors 

undergo a rigorous selection process and their installers 

are trained specifically in the application of our systems, 

so you are ensured an expert installation.

5: Installation of the Roofing Solution

Once the Bauder approved contractor has been 

appointed, a pre-contract meeting will make sure that 

the project delivery is well coordinated. The works 

are closely monitored by Bauder site technicians with 

regular inspections and ‘live’ time reports to ensure 

quality and waterproof integrity of the roof.

6: Sign Off and Guarantee

A full final inspection is completed on the works by our 

site technician team following rigorous approval criteria 

before the guarantee is issued.



Installations
You can be assured that the waterproofing, PV and green roof 
installation performed on your building’s roof will be of the 
absolute highest quality, as we only allow fully trained and certified 
Bauder approved contractors to install our roofing solutions. 

Badged Operatives
Excellent workmanship is crucial to the guarantee that 
accompanies Bauder installations and so we have always 
operated a policy to train and approve the individual installer, and 
not simply the contracting roofing company. Each individual fixer 
is required to display their approved operative badge at all times 
showing photographic identification, name, badged operative 
number and the systems that they are trained to install.

Bauder Site Technicians
Once your roofing works commence, our experienced team of 
site technicians will monitor and inspect the workmanship at 
key stages to ensure that the standards required to meet our 
guarantee are fulfilled, as well as providing you with easy to 
understand reports on how the works are progressing. 

Our national team is the largest of all the manufacturer-suppliers, 
ensuring all our sites receive the attention they deserve.

INSTALLATIONS GUARANTEED

bauder.co.uk
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Guarantees
Your completed roof package will be backed up by what we 
can confidently claim to be the most comprehensive guarantee 
range in today’s roofing industry, giving you total reassurance with 
regards to the future performance of your building’s roof.

Unlike others in the market, Bauder offers a full range of 
guarantees that can cover product, design and workmanship. 
Our guarantee provides you with complete satisfaction and will 
be bespoke to your project and its requirements.

We issue our guarantees unreservedly as part of our service 
because we monitor quality every step of the way from 
manufacture to installation. 

Guarantee Options

n Products supplied by Bauder (exclusions exist).
n Workmanship and installation of Bauder products by our   
 approved contractors.
n Design, advice, formula and specification where Bauder   
 products are concerned.
n Financial loss from building damage due to faulty    
 manufacture or installation of Bauder products.
n Consequential damage through Bauder waterproofing 
 system failure due to faulty manufacture or installation of   
 Bauder products.



The Bauder portfolio of waterproofing systems ensures we 
impartially match the right solution for every project whether 
new build or refurbishment. These are our further options for roof 
covering systems to accompany a PV solution:

Single Ply Systems
Our single ply roofing systems are ideal for lightweight, fast track 
and cost effective construction projects. The systems provide 
solutions that are durable, resistant to the natural elements and 
are able to support extensive green roofs.

n Projects:  New build or refurbishment. 
n Construction: Warm, cold and inverted roofs. 
n Upgrades: Green roofs and BauderSOLAR flat roof or   
  BioSOLAR photovoltaics. 
n Certification: BBA, FM Approval.
n Guarantees: Full range.

Bitumen Membrane Systems
Our long-established and fully integrated roof systems 
incorporate SBS modified elastomeric bitumen membranes and 
highly efficient PIR insulation to give a robust waterproofing 
solution with long-term durability and life-expectancy. These 
systems are ideal for all types of green roof scenarios and solar PV.

n Projects: New build or refurbishment. 
n Construction: Warm, cold and inverted roofs.
n Upgrades: Green roofs and BauderSOLAR flat roof or   
  BioSOLAR photovoltaics.
n Certification: BBA.
n Guarantees:  Full range.

Cold Liquid Applied Waterproofing
Our cold liquid applied systems are based on the most advanced 
PMMA technology. They are simple to install, fast curing and 
long lasting; making them suitable for use in all kinds of flat 
roof, balcony, walkway, and terrace waterproofing and surfacing 
applications.

n Projects: New build or refurbishment.
n Construction: Warm, cold and inverted roofs. 
n Guarantees:  Full range.

FURTHER WATERPROOFING OPTIONS
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At Bauder, our service is free to you and covers all elements for 
a successful project delivery from initial concept or site survey, 
through to specification package with bespoke drawings and 
calculations, on site monitoring and final sign-off and handover.

We appreciate that there are times when you need resources to 
get your project started and the Bauder online technical centre 
will support you. By registering on our site you will get free and 
unlimited access to everything from specifications, CAD drawings 
and BBA certificates to DoPs, datasheets and design guides.

www.bauder.co.uk/technical-centre

ONLINE TECHNICAL RESOURCES



UNITED KINGDOM
Bauder Limited 
70 Landseer Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP3 0DH, 
England
T: +44 (0)1473 257671   E: info@bauder.co.uk 
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IRELAND
Bauder Limited
O’Duffy Centre, Carrickmacross, Co. Monaghan, 
Ireland
T: +353 (0)42 9692 333   E: info@bauder.ie
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